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Portfolio Management Services for HNI
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Investment Portfolio Advisory and 
Diwali 2022 Muhurat Top 10 picks

YOUR FINANCIAL DOCTOR…!



SPUTANIK WEALTH

Get Precise Advisory and Investment Solutions to fulfill your Financial 
Goals/ Needs/ Commitments with a defined time Horizon.

YOUR FINANCIAL DOCTOR…!



In this Busy Life Schedule and Investment World of Sleepless 
Nights; We, at Sputanik Wealth assure you peaceful Sleep. 
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Service/Job/Business

After Graduation, this phase of life 
keeps us Busy with tight Schedule.

Marriage/Kids/Parents 

This phase of Life makes us 
more responsible with 
Financial commitments.

Future Plans

At this phase of Life when kids 
are settling down people think 
of Investments for Future

Retirement

Last Phase of Retirement Life…! 
Unfortunately very few people are 
prepared for this, those who have 
started saving and investing for future 
endeavors with self-commitments when 
they are in earning phase of 
Service/job/Business.

01
Studies & Curriculum

First Phase:
1/3rd of the life goes in studying 
till graduation. 



SPUTANIK
WEALTH

Know the Strengths and weaknesses of 

your Financial Health from Sputanik

Wealth…! YOUR FINANCIAL DOCTOR.

In this Investment World of Sleepless 

Nights; 

We, at Sputanik Wealth assure you 

peaceful Sleep. 

Get Precise Advisory and Investment 

Solutions to fulfill your Financial Goals/ 

Needs/ Commitments with a self-defined 

time Horizon.

YOUR FINANCIAL DOCTOR…!



2022

NIFTY 32000

2030

NIFTY 18600

2010

NIFTY 5200

NIFTY 8750

2015

NIFTY 27000

2025

NIFTY Timeline 2010-2030

Nifty was under correction 
due to world Economic Crisis 
mainly Lehman Brothers and 

other market sentiments.  

Nifty has been high at 18600 in 
this year with bullish and bearish 

market. Nifty will be bullish in 
this last quarter of the year 2022

As per our Research Nifty will
be at 32000 level with most of
the companies giving returns
of more than 10X-20X.

In 2015, Nifty crashed by 824
points to 7,809 points due to
global recession and Chinese
Market downfall.

As per our Research Nifty will
be heading towards 27000 in
bullish trend with wealth
creation opportunities for the
Investors.



ABB India Limited is an integrated power 
equipment manufacturer supplying the 
complete range of engineering, products, 
solutions and services in areas of 
Automation and Power technology.

ABB has identified Renewable, Water & 
Wastewater, Warehousing and Logistics as 
the high growth areas to drive the Co going 
forwards. It has already received several 
orders under these segments and its current 
offerings in these areas include Electrical 
drive train package, Turbine Controller, LV 
Components,  etc.

 So far this year the stock has climbed more 
than 70 percent from 1970 to 3368. 

 Stock is moving in upward sloping channel 
from last two years.

 RSI on monthly chart is above 70 this 
indicates strong up move in the future.

 One can buy this Stock at Current Market 
Price for potential up move.

1. ABB India Ltd CMP  3041
Buying Range  2940-3070
Target  3993
Time Horizon  Diwali 2023

Research Team Observations for 
picking ABB India Ltd.



2. Apollo Tyres Ltd CMP  282
Buying Range  280-289
Target  339
Time Horizon  Diwali 2023

Research Team Observations for 
picking Apollo Tyres Ltd.

 As per weekly time frame chart stock is 
moving in upward direction from last few 
months.

 Double bottom formation on weekly chart 
of this Stock and now its trading near all 
time high. .

 RSI on monthly chart is above 65 this 
indicates strong up move in the future.

 On this basis anyone may look into  this 
Stock & create position to buy as a Diwali
Pick and can hold it till next Diwali.

 Apollo Tyres, established in 1972,
manufactures automatic bias and radial tyres,
and tubes. It has plants in Kochi, Vadodara,
Pune, and Chennai.

 The product profile includes prominent
tyre brands in the T&B, light truck, passenger
car, and farm vehicle segments in India,
catering to both original equipment
manufacturers, and the replacement market



3.  BEML CMP  1592
Buying Range  1590-1650
Target  2220
Time Horizon  Diwali 2023

 BEML Ltd was established in 1964 and
manufactures a wide range of heavy
earthmoving equipment catering to the
mining and construction industry, vehicles
for defense forces and coaches for the metro
and Indian Railways

 The product profile includes prominent
tyre brands in the T&B, light truck, passenger
car, and farm vehicle segments in India.

Research Team Observations for 
picking Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd.

 The GOI gave an in-principal approval for
strategic divestment of 26% of equity
shares in BEML In Jul 2021, it
incorporated a new wholly owned
subsidiary in name of BEML Land Assets
Ltd.

 After Long term correction of last 13 years
this stock is on verge of breakout of Head
and Shoulder Pattern on weekly chart.

 RSI on monthly chart is above 60 this
indicates strong up move in the future.

 On this basis anyone may look into this
Stock & create position to buy as a Diwali
Pick and can hold it for longterm.



4. City Union Bank Ltd. CMP  185
Buying Range  180-190
Target  252
Time Horizon  Diwali 2023

Research Team Observations for 
picking City Union Bank Ltd.

 City Union Bank Ltd was incorporated
initially in the name of Kumbakonam Bank
Limited, in 1904 and changed the name to
CUB in 1987.

City Union Bank Limited is a banking
company. The Bank's segments include
Treasury, Corporate and Wholesale Banking,
Retail Banking and Other Banking Operations.

 After long term correction which has 
started from 2020 this Stock finally found 
support at 109.

 Stock has formed a strong double bottom 
Pattern on weekly & monthly chart .

 Its given breakout of downward Trend line 
at 166 level and is trading above that . 

 RSI on monthly chart is above 65 this 
indicates strong up move in the future.

 On this basis anyone may look into  this 
Stock & create position to buy as a Diwali
Pick and can hold it till next Diwali.



5. Granules India Ltd CMP  344
Buying Range  342-348
Target  433
Time Horizon  Diwali 2023

 Granules India was formed in 1984 as
Triton Laboratories. In 1995, Granules
became a public company, after
having IPO on the Bombay Stock Exchanges.

Granules India Ltd and its subsidiaries are
primarily involved in the manufacturing and
selling of Active Pharma Ingredients (APIs),
Pharmaceutical Formulation Intermediates
(PFIs) and Finished Dosages.

Research Team Observations for 
picking Granules India Ltd.

 After Medium term Correction Stock has 
got support of 200 DMA on weekly chart.

 Formation of Double bottom pattern on 
weekly chart, moves in upward direction 
and has given breakout of  Trend line at 
340.

 Weekly 14 period RSI has placed above 60 
level which indicates the upside 
momentum in the stock price will remain 
intact..

 One can buy this stock at current market 
price and hold it for next diwali and add on 
for any further dip.



6. La Opala RG Ltd CMP  396
Buying Range  392-402
Target  492
Time Horizon  Diwali 2023

 La Opala RG is a leading manufacturer and
marketer of tablewares (opal and glass) in
India. La Opala a kolkata based company was
established in 1987

India has traditionally used stainless steel
tableware. The opalware market has
gradually expanded over the years. The
company has 50% market share in the
organized opalware segment

Research Team Observations for 
picking La Opala RG Ltd.

 After long consolidation stock taking 
support at 200 DMA on weekly chart and 
move upward direction

 It has  given breakout of Parallel Channel 
pattern.

 Weekly 14 period RSI has placed above 65 
level which indicates the upside 
momentum in the stock price will remain 
intact.

 One can buy this stock at current market 
price and hold it for potential upside 
movement.



7. MAX Healthcare Ins Ltd. CMP  414
Buying Range  402-419
Target  532
Time Horizon  Diwali 2023

Max Healthcare Institute Limited is
primarily engaged in the providing
healthcare services through primary care
clinics, multi-speciality hospitals / medical
centers & super-speciality hospital, medical
services, clinical, radiology, pathology
services and related health care services.

Max Lab - the pathology division which
manages a network of 16 third party hospital
laboratories, 92+ collection centers,
Max@Home – quality and accessible care at
the doorstep of patients, home or workplace,

Research Team Observations for 
picking MAX Healthcare Institute Ltd.

 This Stock is fundamentally strong getting 
support of 200 DMA on day chart.

 This Stock is trading from long time in 
rectangular Channel and it is on the verge 
of Breakout.

 This Stock is corrected only 0.382% of 
Fibonacci Level which shows strong up 
move is pending.

 One can buy this stock at current market 
price and hold it for potential upside 
movement for longterm.



CMP  422
Buying Range  415-429
Target  527
Time Horizon  Diwali 2023

8. Praj Industries Ltd 

Research Team Observations for 
picking Praj Industries Ltd.

 This Stock is fundamentally strong and 
one of the leading company to provide 
machineries for Cogeneration Plants.

 This Stock is trading from long time in 
rectangular Channel and it  has recently  
given Breakout.

 This Stock is on the verge to enter in its 
third wave.

 Create buying position in this stock at 
current market price and hold it till next 
Diwali

 Praj Industries Ltd, incorporated in 1985
and headquartered in Pune has a presence
across the globe with more than 750
references in more than 75 countries.
It began as a supplier of an ethanol plant,
today it is a global company providing
various solutions with a focus on the
environment, energy, and agri-process
industry.
2nd in a list of the world’s 50 Hottest
companies in the global bio-economy for
2021 in the Low Carbon Fuels and
Renewable Chemicals category.



9. Steel Exchange India Ltd. CMP  12.50
Buying Range  10.65-13.60
Target  23.00
Time Horizon  Diwali 2023

Research Team Observations for picking 
Steel Exchange India Ltd.

 Formation of Cup with Handle pattern on 
weekly chart.

 This is a preferred potential double digit 
penny stock to buy.

 This Stock is corrected more than 60% 
from its high.

 Create buying position in this stock at 
current market price 12.60 and add on dip 
10.65 with strict stop loss of 9.00 and exit 
at any condition if its trading below this 
level.

•Steel Exchange India Ltd is Incorporated in
1999.

•This Company is engaged in manufacturing
and sale of steel and related products and
generation of power.

•The company's product portfolio includes
various iron & steel products such as rebars
& wires, billets & ingots, iron ore & ore fines .



10. Tilaknagar Ind Ltd. CMP  95
Buying Range  90-100
Target  136
Time Horizon  Diwali 2023

 Tilaknagar Industries Ltd. Was established
in 1933 intially as The Maharashtra Sugar
Mills Ltd. This Company is primarily involved
in manufacturing and sale of Indian Made
Foreign Liquor.
The Com. has more than 15 brands across
brandy, whisky, gin, rum and vodka. The
Com. continues to focus on deepening
presence in the South Indian market through
sustained marketing and innovation.
It focuses on increasing the share of exports
in business by developing markets like
Africa, Middle East and South-East Asia
among others.

Research Team Observations for 
picking Tilaknagar Industries  Ltd.

 Cup with Handle Formation on weekly  & 
monthly chart. 

 Given a breakout of its crucial resistance of 
85.

 Weekly RSI shows positive set up, which 
suggests continuation of upside 
momentum in the stock price ahead.

 Based on this in the long run the stock may 
move towards  136 with potential upside 
by 45% till next Diwali. 



PAST PERFORMANCE OF DIWALI 2021 MUHURAT TOP 10 PICKS

STOCK NAME DIWALI 2021 TILL DIWALI 2022 GROWTH in %

ABB INDIA LTD 2100 3446 64.09%

BHARATI AIRTEL LTD 713 816 14.40%

KPR MILL LTD 460 769 67.17%

BHARAT ELECTRONICS LTD 68 114 67.64%

TATA TELESERVICES MAH LTD 55 290 427.00%

BAJAJ AUTO 3750 4131 10.16%

HDFC 2800 3021 7.89%

OBEROI REALTY 970 1088 12.16%

GODREJ INDUSTRIES 585 662 13.17%

ALEMBIC PHARMA 800 848 6.00%

Congratulations for those who have invested Last Diwali 2021…!                   Happy Investing…!



DIWALI 2022 MUHURAT TOP 10 PICKS BY SPUTANIK WEALTH

STOCK NAME DIWALI 2022 DIWALI 2023 EXPECTED ROI DIWALI 2023 EXPECTED ROI

CMP MIN MIN GROWTH in % MAX MAX GROWTH in %

ABB INDIA LTD 3041 3993 31.31% 4700 54.55%

APOLLO TYRES LTD 282 337 19.50% 418 48.23%

BEML 1592 2220 39.45% 2750 72.74%

CITY UNION BANK LTD 185 252 36.22% 310 67.57%

GRANULES INDIA LTD 347 433 24.78% 515 48.41%

LA OPALA RG LTD 396 492 24.24% 625 57.83%

MAX HEALTHCARE INS LTD 413 532 28.81% 742 79.66%

PRAJ INDUSTRIES LTD 422 527 24.88% 713 68.96%

STEEL EXCHANGE INDIA LTD 13 23 76.92% 30 130.77%

TILAKNAGAR IND. LTD 94 136 44.68% 210 123.40%

Grab this Opportunity to Create Wealth & Fortune…!                                      Happy Investing…!



This Diwali Choose a Precise Investment 
Advisor to take care of you hard earned money.

We are pleased to serve you and ensure 
about our dedicated services with Stock 
Market literacy programme developed 
by Sputanik Wealth Research Team…!

Precise Stock Investments Advisory Solutions and 

Portfolio Management Services for HNI

SPUTANIK WEALTH
YOUR FINANCIAL DOCTOR



>>>>> We at Sputanik Wealth with our
expert research team can provide you precise
advisory and consultancy solutions to achieve
your future financial needs in a systematic way.
>>>>> Those who can guide and have the
ability to advice as per the study of the market
movements and sentiments can make wealth
and fortune in this Stock Market.
>>>>> The wise investment strategies
designed by Sputanik Wealth can help you to
achieve your financial goals and dreams.

SPUTANIK WEALTH
YOUR FINANCIAL DOCTOR



THANK YOU 

Wish you a Very Happy Diwali & A Prosperous New Year  (Samvat 2079) 
to all our Existing Investors and Potential Investors.

YOUR FINANCIAL DOCTORSPUTANIK WEALTH


